Abstract: Search engines and social media websites offer us great services, but they collect their users' information, which could be considered as a privacy violation. It requires some serious work to increase user's privacy level while using search engines services or surfing social media websites, and especially for patients, whom records are considered confident, and these websites are capable to create a medical profile for each of them. Our contribution in this paper is to propose a new method that enables us to increase users' privacy level while using existing search engines and social media websites without replacing them, in a way that disables those websites from accessing users' information.
Introduction
Search engines are considered as the main mean that enables users to access websites and different URLs across the internet. However, user's privacy might be in danger [1] , especially if we are talking about medical information and patients records that are classified as secret data. It is possible to track patients and doctors search results about a specific disease or a specific medicine and its usage and side effects, and create a medical log for each user. The same thing can be said about social media websites, because they are able to collect information about each user in every single search process [2] he does, and every link he clicks on. This research aims to improve users' privacy level by filtering those websites dynamically. We will consider Google [www.google.com] as an example.
We've studied Search engines and social media ways of collecting user's sensitive information, it can create a complete log file for each user [3] , like personal information (ex: places that user has accessed these websites from), his search history, and links he clicks on that implies on both search engines and social media websites [4] . Therefore, these search engines and social media website are able to create a medical log for all their users. This research has been applied programmatically using PHP language, which is a free, efficient, and easy to learn language, used to develop web applications, and used by big companies like Google and Facebook [www.facebook.com]. We've used PHP v5, and Byethost.com [www.byethost.com] as a free webhost site.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows: In section II, we reviews the related works. In section III, we present our proposal that aims to enables us to increase users' privacy level while using existing search engines and social media websites without replacing them. In section IV, we describes the system model and the studied performance parameters. Finally, conclusion and future work are presented in section V.
Related Works

Search engines ways of collecting data about users
We can summaries search engines work mechanism [5] as the following: 1) User inserts his search query. 2) Search engine displays results. 3) User picks one of these results, and the website redirects him to the desired URL. So, the search engine can collect data when the user interacts with it, that means, when he inserts the query, and clicks on the link.
Current available methods to beat the privacy violation problem
There are numerous ways of increasing user's privacy while searching, like DuckDuckG [www.duckduckgo.com] search engine, whom developers have announced that it doesn't collect information about users or search results [6] . Maybe it's considered as a solution for this problem, but it has removed some existing benefits, for example, Google is considered one of the best search engines in retrieving related results to the search query, thanks to its algorithms, that means with this solution, user might not have the desired results. Another solution is to encrypt the data [7] [8] [9] , but this method causes data overhead, and search engines are still able to collect data if the cipher key is weak in some cases.
Our Proposal
This research proposes a new method to improve user's privacy while keeping search engines and social media websites services, by: 1. Hiding user's personal information 2. denying these websites from collecting data about users Licensed Under Creative Commons Attribution CC BY instead of encrypting it, which solves the overhead and privacy problems.
Hiding user's personal information
The idea of this solution is to use a proxy software. Since that some of proxy servers are known, we will propose a new method to use proxy technique, by creating a new website that translates any given URL, reads it, and returns the content to the end user, so we will name it 'Proxy website'. Whenever a user sends a request, the website will read the URL and display the result to the user, thus, the desired URL will deal with the website's server instead of the user, which keeps the user identity anonymous.
To achieve that in PHP, the user should insert the URL in a text box or by writing the URL after the website's URL in the location bar (For example: www.TheProxyWebsite.com/TheDesiredUrl). Page's HTML tags must be modified before displaying it, so that links leads to our proxy website to keep the user in the proxy mode (for example: <a href="Page"> to <a href=" www.TheProxyWebsite.com /TheDesiredWebsite/Page">). 'allow_url_fopen' must be enabled in PHP Settings. So we can open the desired URL in PHP, and show the result as a web page. We have uploaded our website to a hosting server that exists in another country and checked both Google and ipchicken [www.ipchicken.com], and they are showing the server's location/IP instead of the original ones.
Denying websites from collecting user's data
When the user searches for something and clicks on a link, the search engine saves that link as one of the links that this particular user has visited, as shown in Fig1.
Figure 1: Visits log in Google
The reason why this link could be saved, is that the link doesn't direct the user to the requested URL directly, instead it redirects him to a new URL that belongs to the search engine company (where it gets saved), and then he gets redirected to the desired link, as show in Fig2. The same thing implies on social media websites with small differences, for example, let's consider Facebook, redirections which save the links don't replace the whole page, instead they use JavaScript, without moving actually to a new page, while the mobile mode (which doesn't use JS) uses the same Google strategy, by redirecting the user to a new page that saves information about him, and then redirecting him to the desired page, as shown in To filter these links, we have to specify the redirection link pattern. After some experiments, we found that it takes the following pattern in Google case: <a href="url?S?data-href=W"> Where 'S' is a text string responsible of the redirection, and 'W' is the desired link. The middleware should convert the pattern to: <a href="w">
We can use multiple ways to achieve this, like Regex expressions. This application maintains multiple results pages, so choosing another page number or 'Next' shows the new filtered results page directly, and it has the same Google files distribution way, which enables it to be used as a default search engine inside web browsers. Another benefit of using this method is that it's executed as a 'Proxy website', and that protects other users' information which isn't related to search results, like IP, session info, etc., which improves confidentiality and users' anonymousness.
More privacy can be granted by disabling JS, or using the same way to filter JS codes. 
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Results and Analysis
PGoogle Parameters study compared to Google
Results might change according to the used server. for faster results, localhost can be used, but it's better to use another server so it can play Proxy Server rule to increase confidentiality as mentioned before. In this experiment, Byethost is used as a server (which is located in UK), and JS has been filtered. We can expect the following:  When using PGoogle, additional delay will show up because of filtering the results, while it saves loading JS time.  When clicking on a link, PGoogle will show less delay, because it doesn't redirect the user to save request information, instead it redirects him to the requested link directly.
Simulation Setup and Results
We have tested 10 search processes for the same word (Google), on both Google and PGoogle, using the same PC in the same conditions (web browser, OS, same hour), and used Google chrome inspector to show delays, the results where the following (in seconds): It's noticeable that there's no big difference, because that the extra work in Google (redirecting and saving requests), and PGoogle (filtering) doesn't lead to a big delay, and these changes differ from a request to another. We can say that PGoogle is faster than Google, but it might not be noticeable to the end user.
While using PGoogle, user is located in the hosting servers' location instead of user's location, that means the server is playing proxy server role that leads to additional confidentiality.
Conclusion and Future Work
This research proposes a new method to improve user's security level and privacy while using search engines or social media websites to prevent these websites from collecting users' data especially patients' medical information, and diseases they might have, and we approved programmatically the following: Licensed Under Creative Commons Attribution CC BY 1) Improving privacy and confidentiality while searching because the application is on another server which leads to a Proxy Server. 2) Improving privacy and confidentiality while clicking on links, because the redirects that save request's parameters are filtered. 3) Delay improvement, because of loading less files (by filtering external JS files calls) and filtering undesirable redirections. As a result, we can use existing search engines and social media websites, with a higher level of privacy and confidentiality, and a smaller time delay.
